
Hello there,

These cards were created for unfinished armies to be played in a similar fashion as using the remarkable cards designed and
pioneered by Peter (Universal Head).
They were made using a format that took the existing cards, overlaying them with a template and applying the abilities to the backside.
This made it a much easier process to put all of the information from the unfinished faction army sheets into card form that were left
behind with the game and company’s abrupt death.

These factions are not realistic to be collected anymore since it is hard to find many of the metal minis anymore that they use.
Nevertheless, I know there are some who may have enough to field these armies from past collections, perhaps from the original
Rag’Narok, or who don’t mind using proxies.

Although these armies are not equal in depth to the main factions that received full fledged army books, there is certainly enough
content between each of their Army Gifts, Rituals, Communions and Artifacts to enjoy them.

A separate project I’ve been working on is an Unofficial Game Aid. The supplement aims to create some of the Unique banners and
reserved artifacts we never got to see, using the existing content, older version content and studying how those shifts were translated.
It will not be focused so much on creating any new character profiles, at least for some time, but should bring many more options to
build your army and add strategic fluff.
This content will likely be hosted elsewhere. If  you are interested in learning more about the project, you can contact me at
tristanswim@gmail.com or find me on the EN Confrontation discord: https://discord.gg/wyS9AMuA5B.

If you are on Facebook, join the Confrontation: Age of Ragnarök Facebook group to hangout with other AoR gamers.
We’d love to see you -https://www.facebook.com/groups/281970276373101

There is also the Confrontation 3.5 Fanatics group where you will find a vast number of Confrontation devotees, resources and recent
news. -https://www.facebook.com/groups/223642128106666

Please check out and consider donating to Peter’s Patreon https://www.patreon.com/esotericorder.
It helps make all of these updates possible and keeps this content and so much more continuously available to people.

Special thanks to Sam Morino for all his hard work with Peter in refining the previous cards and putting the Dragon and Stag armies
together, and for leading me to the AoR/Confrontation communities and forums.

Long Live Confrontation,

Tristan P
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Note: With some cards being printed double sided over the short end of the page, the profiles
are to be read from left to right and their abilities on the following page from right to left.

Recommended to be printed then laminated like other main faction cards.

Instructions:
Print double sided pages
1. Boar: Print 3-6 double sided on short side, not long
2. Color, Letter, Actual size

Print single sided pages
3. Boar: Print 7-9 single sided
4. Color, Letter, Actual size
















